
REVOLVER – The Game Changer - revolverboats.com

The Italian boat builder REVOLVER stands for innovative, authentic, magic performance boats
with a minimalistic ageless design and a unique-on-the-market attention to on-board quality of
life.

MILESTONES

-Founded by Carmelo Zocco 
-Focused on innovation
-Driven by passion
-Lean organization through best-in-class outsource for design, engineering and production 
-No compromise for R&D, technology and world class quality

TIMELINE

-2005 The idea
-2006 First visit to Michael Peters Yacht Design to develop the project
-2008 A new yacht concept is born: R42 redefines power boating
-2009 Completing of R42 interior design and style
-2010 Revolver® brand registration
-2012 Revolver debut @ Monaco Yacht Show
-2013 Revolver debut in USA @ Palm Beach International Boat Show

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REVOLVER Boats yard has been established in 2010 from the vision of its founder Carmelo
Zocco with a clear mission: to redefine the concept of modern performance boating.

The REVOLVER Team is composed by a group of marine Professionals driven by passion and
inspired by a tireless obsession for R&D, technology and world class quality.

Everything at REVOLVER started outsourcing the hull concept of the first model R42 to Michael
Peters from Michael Peters Yacht Design - the most successful contemporary speed boat
designer – and ended up assigning to Peters also the exterior and interior design. Peters’ great
talent was able to translate the REVOLVER’s Team design ideas & concepts in a blend of form
and function thrived in a magic way. In Italy, home of outstanding talents, REVOLVER
completed the engineering of, among the various one-of-a-kind innovations: electric operated
remote controlled hard-top, vacuum bagged in carbon, retractable swimming platform and
opening lateral glass windows. Boats are built flawlessly with state-of–the–art fast boat
technology - hull infusion with vinylester resin lamination, Corecell™ panels by SP and
composite reinforcement biaxial fabrics by VectorPly Performance.



INNOVATION IS OUR DNA

Innovation for REVOLVER is a true obsession and means always a think forward to set new
standards in comfort, safety and seaworthiness, technology and performances. Is not a secret
that, compared to other industries like automotive or business jets, boating industry is quite
conservative and relatively slow in technological applications. REVOLVER aims to a new
technological standard made of functions but with less weight and less pollution. 

REVOLVER’s uniqueness means that every REVOLVER boat is “one-of-a kind” and defines a
new category. Yard believe is that customers will be proud to own such a boat: an exclusive
piece of art and technology that cannot be copied. Revolver Boats has a sexy visual impact: a
magic personality that stands out in any port. A recognisable style and colours that are
shaping the brand once running on water. With its minimalistic ageless design of coherent
elegance and Italian touch, Revolver brand offers a value that lasts for years. Yard intends to
create a “nouveau classic” without copying from the past. A dynamic, sensual, powerful,
innovative brand for performance boating.

REVOLVER IT’S ALL ABOUT (ITALIAN) DESIGN

“REVOLVER is unique! It is unique in the styling, features and specifications and, I believe, it
redefines a whole class of products” commented REVOLVER’s CEO Carmelo Zocco. More “I
have always been fascinated by fast cars, planes and obviously boats. At a certain point, I
realized I had to choose between fast boats and comfort boats. I do not like being limited! The
question was: could I build a boat with the advantages of both types? And the hunt for the
designer started: it was summer 2006. Yes, my problem is that being an entrepreneur, I enjoy
complicating my life with challenging projects, but this is another story. When I arrived in
Michael Peters Yacht Design office in Sarasota (FL), I had clear in my mind that I wanted
something like a GT car: fast, safe and comfortable. Surprisingly for me Michael had the same
idea even before than me! He showed me the pictures of the Alpha-z, a stunning boat inspired
to the world of cars. We sat together for two days and agreed on the main design guidelines.
Since a beautiful boat does not cost more than an ugly one, we decided to maintain somehow
classic cars’ design with a long deck and a sporty roof. Beauty had to translate into classic
proportions, soft shape and aggressive details. In other words, a perfect balance between
technical and functional volumes. In addition, I wanted the boat to show a powerful, balanced
and harmonious personality: that sort of “internal energy” that you see in a big cat, even at
rest. MPYD did a great job: the actual boat is larger than an offshore and slimmer than a day
cruiser, very elegant and powerful indeed. Functional to us meant easy to live with and safer
than an offshore. We did not compromise the shape just to have one more cabin; rather we
chose an open-space cabin to have room and comfort like no other fast boat. Also, design paid
special attention to boost safety with ergonomic interiors and sophisticated electronic systems
to prevent possible accidents operating the swimming platform and the roof system. Talking of
Michael Peters’ boats, it is needless to say that the boat has the best possible performances for
its displacement. The actual boat cruises at 60 mph, stays smooth on waves and doesn’t
request a head-set to talk to your guests. A true gentlemen driver’s boat!

REVOLVER’s FUTURE - RANGE OF PRODUCTS



REVOLVER, besides R42 already on water and the new REVOLVER 44GT, plans to introduce
other three models in the near future to complete yacht range: REVOLVER 44R, REVOLVER 55,
REVOLVER 32, REVOLVER 32 Tender.

REVOLVER 44 GT. REVOLVER second model, will be officially launched in July 2014. The new
project for this 13 meters power cruise is by the Italian designer The exteriors are by Alberto
Mancini (AM Yacht Design), who developed the exteriors and as well as the interiors, that
represent an evolution over the R42 designed by Michael Peters (MPYD - Michael Peters Yacht
Design) introducing new stylistic elements. 
The core concept underlying the new REVOLVER 44GT is the idea of transferring the qualities
of a grand touring car to the sea. Also thanks to adoption of new compact & powerful Cummins
Diesel engines coupled with Arneson Surface Drives the result is an elite, fast & efficient vessel
with exciting sporty lines, comfort and safety with an optimal range for long crossings. Her
sporty look is perfectly mirrored by the all-round high performances: the 44GT, actually, can
easily exceed a maximum speed of 50 knots in total comfort and safety. The even more
surprising feature is the long range spirit of the boat, since she is able to cruise at 40 knots
with low consumption: just a tad more than 50lt/h per engine: an unprecedent standard of
speed, fuel economy and low emissions.

REVOLVER 55. The flagship of the REVOLVER range - not simply a bigger copy of the R42 -
but an entirely brand-new boat, with her own personality and intended for a different use. This
boat will be perfect for a fast cruise, due to its performances, comfort and technical solutions.
Exterior include two sun beds, one at bow, the other in the aft of the boat. The second one is
safely usable also during navigation, thanks to the particular line of the rear wings that protect
against accidental falling overboard. 
Inside, we have the cockpit to stern the boat and a nice relaxing area for guest. Like the
smaller siblings the roof and the rear limo window can be opened to cruise in the open air, or
you can leave them closed to have all comforts you wish in a full A/C or heated environment.
In the lower deck we have two cabins with two heads and a comfortable living room. As usual
for REVOLVER, maximum attention has been paid to luminosity and air circulation. Boat
engines and the two surface drives will allow a cruise as fast as 60 mph, and maximum speed
in excess of 70 mph. The range will be over 500 Nautical miles, allowing to go wherever and
come back without re-fuelling. 

REVOLVER 32. This small jewel is intended for use near shore and/or in protected waters.
Despite her classic proportions and minimalist stile, she has high tech solutions that will
surprise. She has an electric operated glass roof to give you both a comfortable cruising in a
full A/C cabin or the open air experience, at owner's wishes. She has a powerful jet engine
allowing fast rides at 60 miles per hour in total safety and seaworthiness. 
Revolver has draft an innovative hull that is both fast and smooth on waves, but also easy to
manoeuvre. To maintain an essential, minimalist design, like all REVOLVER boats, she has an
electrically operated swimming platform. She is also easy to carry on the streets without a
special transportation. Her beam is in fact only 2,50m. 



REVOLVER 32 Tender. For superyachts Owners and trendy customers, REVOLVER conceived
one of the most advanced tender on the market. She has an innovative roof that protects
against the sunburn during the day and folds on to the forefront deck to create a cabin for the
guests if weather turns adverse and an electrically operated swimming platform at aft to enjoy
your swim with style. Everything is thought to be the real deal of Tender boats: jet engines,
foldable roof and a lowered cockpit. Total height is under 1,80m, and with a beam of 2,50m
she will easily fit in the garage of a super or megayacht, or be moved with a trailer along the
roads. Twin jet engines also mean safety when out in open seas, manoeuvrability on docks and
freedom to reach shallow waters without risking the propellers. Performances are again
surprising enough, allowing to reach 60 mph in complete safety as per Revolver mantra.
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